The 'equation-free toolbox' empowers the computer-assisted analysis of complex, multiscale systems. Its aim is to enable you to immediately use microscopic simulators to perform macro-scale system level tasks and analysis, because micro-scale simulations are often the best available description of a system. The methodology bypasses the derivation of macroscopic evolution equations by computing the micro-scale simulator only over short bursts in time on small patches in space, with bursts and patches well-separated in time and
Introduction
Suppose that you have a detailed and trustworthy computational simulation of some problem of interest. When the detailed computation is too expensive to simulate all the times of interest over all the space of interest, then the 'Equation-Free Methodologies' aim to accurately empower long-time simulation and system level analysis [e.g., Kevrekidis and Samaey, 2009, Kevrekidis et al., here the nonlinear diffusive system (1), are craftily coupled to neighbouring patches and thus interact to provide accurate macro-scale predictions over the whole spatial domain [e.g., Roberts et al., 2014] . We have proved that the patches may be tiny, and still the scheme makes accurate macro-scale predictions [Roberts and Kevrekidis, 2007] . Thus the computational savings may be enormous, especially when combined with projective integration (Section 1.2).
The example system illustrated in Figure 1 is a nonlinear discrete diffusion system inspired by the lubrication flow of a thin layer of fluid, namely ∂u ∂t = ∇ · (3u 2 ∇u),
which on a 2D micro-scale lattice x i,j with tiny micro-scale spacing d is here discretised simply to
(1)
We want to predict the dynamics of this spatial micro-scale lattice system on the macro-scale spatial domain [−2, 2] × [−3, 3], but suppose full direct computation is too expensive. Instead, the micro-scale simulation illustrated by Figure 1 was performed only on about 20% of the domain (it could be much less)-the small patches of space in Figure 1 . The key to an accurate macro-scale prediction is that each patch is coupled to nearby patches, at every computed time, by appropriate macro-scale interpolation that gives the edge values for every patch [e.g., Roberts et al., 2014] .
The patch scheme is most useful in applications where there is no known macro-scale closure. Then the patch scheme automatically achieves a computational macro-scale closure, without the need for any analytic construction often invoked in numerical/computational homogenization [e.g., Saeb et al., 2016 , Geers et al., 2017 , Peterseim, 2019 ]-the patch scheme is 'equation-free'.
Our approach could be classed as a dynamic homogenization [e.g., Craster, 2015] . Frequently, problems of interest in applications compute on a micro-scale spatial lattice as in the spatial discretization (1). Suppose x i are coordinates of a micro-scale lattice, for potentially exhaustingly many lattice points indexed by i; for example, a full atmospheric simulation. And suppose your detailed and trustworthy simulation is coded in terms of micro-field variable values u i (t) ∈ R p at lattice point x i at time t. When a detailed computational simulation is prohibitively expensive over all the desired spatial domain,
x ∈ X ⊂ R d , our toolbox provides functions that empower you to use your micro-scale code as a 'black-box' inside only small, well-separated, patches of space by appropriately coupling across un-simulated space between the patches (Section 2.2). The toolbox functions have many options including both newly developed spectral coupling, and new symmetry preserving coupling.
Section 3.2 gives an introductory tutorial.
Projective Integration skips through time
Simulation over time is a complementary dynamic problem. The 'equation-free' approach is to simulate for only short bursts of time, and then to extrapolate over un-simulated time into the future, or into the past, or perform system level analysis [e.g., Gear and Kevrekidis, 2003b , Rico-Martinez et al., 2004 , Erban et al., 2006 , Givon et al., 2006 . Figure 2 plots one example where the gaps in time show the un-computed times between bursts of computation. 
In general such a simulation is coded in terms of detailed (micro-scale) variable values u(t), in R p for some p (typically large in applications), and evolving in time t. The details u could represent particles, agents, or states of a system. Both forward and backward in time computations may be performed by Projective Integration (PI) with provable accuracy [Gear and Kevrekidis, 2003b , Givon et al., 2006 , Maclean and Gottwald, 2015 . For efficient simulation on long times, Section 2.1 describes how to provide your micro-scale detailed Matlab/Octave code as a 'black box' to the novel Projective Integration functions in the toolbox. Section 3.1 gives a user-friendly introductory tutorial.
The example simulation of Figure 2 is that of a toy system that nonetheless has challenging qualities of the multiscale phenomena that Projective Integration resolves. Here the micro-scale simulation is a pair of coupled slow-fast odes for u(t) = (u 1 (t), u 2 (t)):
Using simple integration schemes, numerical solutions can be rapidly computed on micro-times of O 10 −5 , but solutions over O 1 times are computationally prohibitive-except by stiff integrators. Section 3.1.4 discusses scenarios where stiff integrators cannot be used or are relatively expensive, but where projective integration is effective.
The system (2) represents the realities of, for example, molecular dynamics simulations with rapid modes represented by u 2 (t) and slow macro-scale state variables (like temperature) represented by u 1 (t). In applications the dynamics of the slow modes are usually not known, instead they emerge over the micro-scale simulation bursts [e.g., Cisternas et al., 2004 , Setayeshgar et al., 2005 , Erban et al., 2006 . Consequently, although in this toy system the slow variable u 1 and fast variable u 2 are obvious, here we compute only with the full system (2)-it is a 'black-box' for which we do not necessarily know what 'variables' are fast or slow. An alternative is to invoke algebraic analysis to construct the slow manifold of slow-fast systems like (2) [e.g., Roberts, 2015, Ch. 4-5] : however, in many scenarios such analysis is not feasible. Since one often only measures macro-scale state variables, here we suppose the micro-simulator only outputs U (t) = u 1 (t), called a restriction. Projective Integration (PI) uses only short bursts of the 'black-box' simulation, and then invokes an appropriate extrapolation to accurately predict large 'projective' steps. After a projective step the PI algorithm appropriately re-initialises u 2 (t), called lifting, for another burst of the micro-simulator. 
Equation-free algorithms
This section outlines the key Projective Integration and Patch Dynamics algorithms implemented in the toolbox [Roberts et al., 2020] . Pseudo-code highlights the essential features of each algorithm and the accompanying discussion demonstrates the extended capabilities. Theoretical support for the algorithms is also discussed.
Algorithms for projective integration in time
Our efficient simulation of the stiff dissipative system (2) is due to the class of algorithms called Projective Integrators. Small time steps with the microsimulator are alternated with long time steps comprised of 'projective' extrapolations. Sometimes PI is done with the macrostep being a Forward Euler method [Siettos et al., 2003 , Chuang et al., 2015 , and so incurs global error proportional to the size of the projective time steps. Such low accuracy motivated the development of PI algorithms of provably higher accuracy [Rico-Martinez et al., 2004, Lee and Gear, 2007] . Here we additionally extend the methodology to a projective integration that invokes adaptive integrators.
The toolbox provides PIG()-denoting a Projective Integration with General macro-integrator and micro-simulator. The user specified macro-integrator is any integrator suitable for time stepping on the macro-scale, and includes adaptive integrators such as Matlab's ode45 as used for Figure 2 . Then PIG() provides to that integrator accurate time derivatives at the required times-time derivatives estimated from appropriate relatively short bursts of the user-defined micro-simulator microSim(). The effect is to do PI with any integrator, explicit or implicit, taking the projective steps. Error analyses suggested that schemes of this sort usually incur significant errors proportional to the duration of the micro-simulator burst [E, 2003 , Maclean and Gottwald, 2015 , Maclean, 2015 . However, such errors are avoided by PIG() through a novel implementation of a 'constraint-defined manifold computing' scheme based on a methodology originally proposed by , Gear and Kevrekidis [2005] . Algorithm 1 provides pseudo-code for PIG() that details these steps.
This package is the first time such functionality for Projective Integration has been developed into a general function, tested, and made available.
Algorithm 1 outlines the essence of PIG(), but additional features may be invoked by a user. In particular, sometimes the projective steps are performed on a few macro-scale variables only. That is, the PI is done in a space of reduced dimension to that of the micro-simulator [Frederix et al., 2007 , Bold et al., 2012 , Sieber et al., 2018 . In such cases the user provides 'lifting'
and 'restriction' operators to convert between the micro-and macro-simulation spaces [Roose et al., 2009 ].
In addition to PIG(), the toolbox provides efficient integrators PIRK2() and PIRK4(), which are Projective Integrators similar to PIG() but with the userdefined macro-integrator replaced with second and fourth order, respectively, Runge-Kutta macro-integrators that take user specified macro-scale time-steps.
Algorithms to simulate on patches of space
The spatial multiscale odes (1) are simulated only on a fraction of space by employing a patch scheme [also known as the gap-tooth scheme, Samaey et al., 2010] . This scheme applies to dynamic systems evolving in time with some 'spatial' structure ('space' could be some other type of domain), and is useful Algorithm 1 The PIG() function uses short bursts of a user provided microscale process to simulate from time T 0 to T , with initial condition u 0 , and via a user-specified macro-scale integrator macroInt().
PIG tells the specified macro-scale integrator to use time derivatives estimated by a constraintdefined manifold function.
3: end function
Here, the toolbox's constraint-defined manifold function uses two applications of microSim and a backwards projective step in order to provide the time derivative at the time specified by macroInt().
(derivative estimate at t 0 )
7: end function
A user provides a micro-scale simulator with the following input and output. provably accurate [Roberts and Kevrekidis, 2007 , Roberts et al., 2014 , Bunder et al., 2017 , Cao and Roberts, 2016 . For simplicity, this article discusses specifically the case of patches in 1D space, but the scheme and the toolbox extend to higher dimensional space [Roberts et al., 2014] , as in the 2D simulations of Figure 1 . The essence of the toolbox patch algorithms are outlined, for a specific case in 1D space, by Algorithms 2 to 4. odd ordCC creates a scheme with a staggered grid of patches suitable for many wave systems [Cao and Roberts, 2013] , staggered in the sense that mid-patch values for odd/even patches use order ordCC interpolation to determine edge-patch values of even/odd patches, respectively, and that typically has macro-scales consistent to errors O H ordCC+1 [Cao and Roberts, 2016] ;
and the special case of ordCC = −1 invokes a new staggered spectral interpolation that recent numerical experiments indicate has consistency errors exponentially small in H.
After constructing the patches, a user-specified integrator macroInt (step 2 of This patch scheme is an example of so-called computational homogenization [e.g., Geers et al., 2010 , Saeb et al., 2016 , Geers et al., 2017 and is related to numerical homogenization [e.g., Craster, 2015 , Owhadi, 2015 , Peterseim, 2019 , Maier and Peterseim, 2019 . The three main distinguishing features of the patch scheme are: that a user need not perform any analysis of the micro-scale structures; that computations are done only on a (small) subset of the spatial domain; and for a wide class of systems the scheme is proved to be accurate to a user specified order [Roberts and Kevrekidis, 2007 , Roberts et al., 2014 , Cao and Roberts, 2016 . However, in application to micro-scale heterogeneous mediathe main interest of computational/numerical homogenization-more research needs to be done. Bunder et al. [2017] started exploring the patch scheme in heterogeneous media and established it generally has small macro-scale errors for diffusion in random media. Further, they found, analogous to that found in some numerical homogenization [Peterseim, 2019] , that when the patch half-width is an integral number of periods of the micro-scale heterogeneity, then the macro-scale predictions are accurate to errors O H ordCC , as before.
A recent innovation in the toolbox (by setting parameter patches.EdgyInt=1)
is the capability to couple patches by interpolating next-to-edge values to the edge-patch values, but to the opposite edge. This coupling is the subject of an article currently in preparation which will discuss how the coupling usefully preserves symmetry in many applications of interest, and is of controllable macro-scale accuracy for micro-scale heterogeneous media.
Using toolbox functions
Users need to download the toolbox via GitHub 2 . Place the folder of this toolbox in a path searched by your Matlab/Octave. The toolbox provides both a user's and a developer's manual: start by looking at the User's Manual.
Many of the main toolbox functions, when invoked without any arguments, will simulate an example. Executing the command PIG() reproduces theProjective Integration example presented in Section 1.2. Similarly, the nonlinear diffusion/lubrication-like example of Section 1.1 is reproduced by executing configPatches2(). The following Sections 3.1 and 3.2 explain the code for both of these introductory examples as templates to adapt for other problems.
Invoking Projective Integration in General
This subsection discusses some key factors when constructing a Projective Integration (PI) simulation.
Burst must be long enough, and macro-time-steps short enough
Suppose the slow dynamics of your system occurs at rate/frequency of magnitude about α; and the rate of decay of your fast modes are higher than the lower bound β (e.g., if three fast modes decay roughly like e −12t , e −34t , e −56t , then β ≈ 12). The PI must be able to stably project the (damped) fast modes, and so the duration δ of the micro-scale burst must be sufficiently long. The fast modes decay like e −βδ over the micro-burst, and then grow like β∆ on a projective step of length ∆. For stability, the product of these effects must be less than one; that is, β∆e −βδ 1 . Rearranging requires the burst length 
PIG tutorial
We now discuss details of the simulation of the multiscale, slow-fast, odes (2) shown in Figure 2 . First we code the right-hand side function of the system (often people would phrase it in terms of the small parameter = 1/β), beta = 1e5; dxdt=@(t,x) [ cos(x(1))*sin(x(2))*cos(t) beta*( cos(x(1))-x(2) ) ];
Second, we code micro-scale bursts, here using the standard ode45(). We choose a burst length (2/β) log β as the fast rate of decay is approximately β.
Because we do not know the macro-scale time-step invoked by the adaptive function to be specified for macroInt(), so we blithely assume ∆ 1 and then double the formula (3) for safety.
bT = 2/beta*log(beta);
Then define the micro-scale burst from state xb0 at time tb0 to be an integration by the adaptive ode45 of the coded odes (2) [Ts,Xs,tms,xms] = PIG(macroInt,microBurst,Tspan,x0,restrict,lift);
We pause this example to discuss the available outputs from PIG(). Between zero and five outputs may be requested from PIG(). Most often you would store the first two output results, via say [Ts,Xs] = PIG(...).
-T, an L-vector of times at which macroInt() produced results.
-X, an L × N array of the computed solution: the ith row of X, X(i,:), is to be the macro-state vector X(t i ) at time t i = T(i).
However, micro-scale details of the underlying Projective Integration computations may be helpful, and so PIG() provides some optional outputs of the micro-scale bursts, via [Ts,Xs,tms,xms] = PIG(...)
tms, optional, is an -dimensional column vector containing micro-scale times with bursts, each burst separated by NaN;
xms, optional, is an × n array of the corresponding micro-scale states.
In some contexts it may be helpful to see directly how Projective Integration approximates a reduced slow vector field, via [T,X,tms,xms,svf] = PIG(...)
in which svf is a struct containing the Projective Integration estimates of the slow vector field.
svf.T is aL-dimensional column vector containing all times at which the micro-scale simulation data is extrapolated to form an estimate of dx/dt in macroInt().
svf.dX is aL × N array containing the estimated slow vector field.
If macroInt() is, for example, the forward Euler method (or the Runge-Kutta method), thenL = L (orL = 4L).
Returning to the example one remarkable feature of PIG() is revealed: this PI simulation, which as mentioned in Section 1.2 uses only 0.6% as many evaluations of (2) as direct simulation with ode45(), is accomplished with a recursive call to ode45(). The standard Matlab integrator is used to both compute the micro-scale bursts, and also compute the projective steps. All the usual machinery of adaptive time stepping and error control is used to regulate the micro-scale simulation, and also to regulate the macro-scale projective time-steps.
Optional PI inputs enable the user to choose how to convert between macro-and micro-scale states
As described in the penultimate paragraph of Section 2.1, the user may require an intricate or application-specific process to convert between micro-scale variables u and macro-scale variables U . Provide these bespoke functions to the toolbox PI functions with the optional inputs restrict() and lift().
The user-provided function restrict(u) should map a micro-scale state u, at some fixed time, to a lower-dimensional macro-scale state U at the same time. The reverse effect is accomplished by the function lift(U,uApprox), which takes two inputs-as lifting is often a non-unique process. The first input U is the macro-scale state at the (present) time at which a micro-scale state is desired, and the second input uApprox is the last micro-scale state output from the micro-simulator. This uApprox is typically a micro-scale state from an earlier time, but nonetheless should be useful in initialising a consistent micro-scale state.
A guiding principle in the restriction and lifting functions is that we cannot anticipate a user's every need; therefore, the functions are straightforward to edit. In particular, their inputs may readily be expanded as needed.
Choose PI over stiff integrators in high dimensions
The 2D example of Section 1.2 may be efficiently and simply simulated by standard stiff integrators, e.g. ode15s() in Matlab. We here demonstrate the advantage of PI over such integrators as the model dimension increases.
Consider linear systems of the form du dt = Au + b , where (10 + N ) × (10 + N ) matrix A is randomly generated so that it has ten eigenvalues with real part within [−0.1, 0.1], corresponding to ten slow variables, and N eigenvalues with real part within [−20 000, −10 000], corresponding to N fast variables. The vector b ∈ R 10+N is randomly generated with variance one.
We generate such a system at 20 values of N between 0 and 90, and at each one simulate to final time 10 from randomly chosen initial conditions with each of PIRK4(), PIG() and ode15s(). After each simulation we record the time elapsed over each simulation as well as the relative error between the simulation estimates and the exact solution. This procedure is repeated a further eleven times (the toolbox script pirk4mance.m details code for this Figure 4 displays the recorded statistics. It appears that for system dimension larger than about 60, the cost by ode15s in setting up and managing the Jacobian is too high. For these larger systems, the Projective Integration functions appear the better choice.
The relative performance of ode15s may be improved by providing it with more information. By providing both the Jacobian A explicitly to the integrator, and specifying the initial conditions on the attracting slow manifold, ode15s becomes competitive with the Projective Integration functions (up to system dimension 190). But knowing and coding both the system Jacobian and slow manifold is usually too hard in practice.
Patch dynamics tutorial
The code here shows one way to get started with the patch scheme. A user's script may have the following three steps (arrows indicate function recursion).
configPatches2
2. ode integrator ↔ patchSmooth2 ↔ user's micro-scale code
process results
We reproduce the simulation (Figure 1 ) of the lattice spatial discretization (1) of a nonlinear diffusion pde. As a micro-scale discretization of the pde we use the following function to compute the time derivatives: an array variable u(i,j,:,:) refers to the (i, j)th point in each and every patch as the third and forth indices index the 2D array of patches.
function ut = nonDiffPDE(t,u,x,y) dx = diff(x(1:2)); dy = diff(y(1:2)); % microgrid spacing i = 2:size(u,1)-1; j = 2:size(u,2)-1; % interior patch points ut = nan(size(u)); % preallocate storage ut(i,j,:,:) = diff(u(:,j,:,:).^3,2,1)/dx^2 ... +diff(u(i,:,:,:).^3,2,2)/dy^2; end To use this micro-scale code on patches we need to establish global data, in struct patches, to characterise the patches. Here we aim to simulate the nonlinear diffusive (1) on a macro-scale 6×4-periodic domain with a 2D array of 9 × 7 patches. Choose spectral interpolation (ordCC = 0) to couple the patches, and set each patch of half-size ratio 0.25 (relatively large for visualization), and with 5 × 5 micro-scale lattice points within each patch. Roberts et al. [2014] established that such a patch scheme is consistent with the discretisation (1), as the patch spacing H decreases, and hence is consistent to the original pde. The third argument to configPatches2() is intended for boundary conditions on the macro-scale simulation, not yet implemented in the toolbox. The inputs are otherwise 2D analogues of the inputs to configPatches1 in Algorithm 2.
For an initial condition of the simulation, here set a perturbed-Gaussian.
The reshape functions give the x and y lattice coordinates as two 4D arrays of size 5 × 1 × 9 × 1 and 1 × 5 × 1 × 7 respectively. Then auto-replication fills u0 with values from the Gaussian u = e −x 2 −y 2 . This project is collectively developing a Matlab/Octave toolbox of equationfree algorithms [Roberts et al., 2020] . The algorithms currently implement a useful functionality, but much more is desirable so the plan is to subsequently develop more capability. Matlab/Octave appears a good choice for a first version since it is widespread, efficient, supports various parallel modes, and development costs are reasonably low. Further, it is built on blas and lapack so the cache and superscalar cpu are potentially well utilised.
Projective Integration and Patch Scheme functions are designed to generally enable users to invoke 'equation-free' algorithms in a wide variety of applications.
In addition to simulations analogous to those in previous sections, the toolbox may empower users in other scenarios such as the following list. In the User Manual [Roberts et al., 2020] each toolbox function and application is presented in its own section, so here we refer to sections of the User Manual by using the name of the appropriate function.
-To projectively integrate in time a multiscale, slow-fast, system of odes with a simple PI macro-integrator, you could use PIRK2(), or PIRK4() for higher-order accuracy. Perhaps adapt the Michaelis-Menten example presented in the User Manual at the beginning of PIRK2.m.
-One may use short forward bursts of micro-scale simulation in order to stably predict the slow dynamics backward in time using PI [Gear and Kevrekidis, 2003a] , as in egPIMM.m.
-The lifting and restriction functions may be utilised in more complicated applications like those others have previously addressed [e.g., Frederix et al., 2007 , Roose et al., 2009 , Bold et al., 2012 , Sieber et al., 2018 . The lifting function has two inputs: the macro-scale state (after a macro-scale time step); and the micro-scale state at the end of the last micro-simulation. Full details for constructing these functions are in PIG.m.
-For the patch scheme in 1D adapt the code at the beginning of configPatches1.m for Burgers' pde, or the staggered patches of 1D water wave equations in waterWaveExample.m.
-For the patch scheme in 2D adapt the code at the beginning of configPatches2.m for nonlinear diffusion, or the regular patches of the 2D wave equation of wave2D.m.
-The previous two examples are for systems that have smooth spatial structures on the micro-scale: when the micro-scale is 'rough' with a known heterogeneous period (so far only in 1D), then adapt the example of HomogenisationExample.m.
-Employ an ensemble of patch dynamics simulations, averaging appropriately, by adapting the example of ensembleAverageExample.m.
-Combine the projective integration and patch functions to simulate a system with both time and spatial scale separation. In this case use a PI function as the integrator for a patch scheme, as done in the second portion of ensembleAverageExample.m.
We encourage adaptation and further development of the toolbox algorithms, and are keen to include new collaborators in future versions of the toolbox.
In particular, as well as developing multi-D functions further, corresponding 1D coded functionality, we need to code and prove capability for general macro-scale boundaries. We also plan to develop projective integration for oscillatory/stochastic systems, perhaps via Dynamic Mode Decomposition [e.g., Kutz et al., 2016 Kutz et al., , 2018 .
